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“It’s not a dream, Mom, It’s not!”Priscilla Poppins claims she’s solved the biggest mystery in the
universe:"Where in the World is my Other Sock?!"But her mom doesn’t believe her story.“If you’d
just clean up your room, you’ll find that missing sock!” Her mom keeps saying.She tried that.
Once.Cleaning up her room...But she still did not find the missing sock!Join Priscilla in solving
the mystery that has baffled humanity since the invention of socks."Where in the World is my
Other Sock?!" invites the reader to flex their imagination, and learn that it’s never too late to
clean up your mess!Three to eight year olds love this “sole-ful" tale.Adults love it, too. It's simply
ageless.Watch the official trailer! https://youtu.be/zpQK6BlThzQ
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alyssa king, “I Love this book!. I bought it for my child and he loves it!He keeps asking me to read
it again, so I know he also loves it.The story is deep, layered, and beautiful and the graphics are
superb. Recommended 100%I love the relationship between the mom and her child- and the
overall message!I'm getting several for gifts!”

Ebook Library Reader, “An excellent children's book!. This is a wonderful children's book that
answers the most difficult question: where are our missing socks? It is creative, engaging,
thoughtful, and humorous. Jerry Silverstein has hit the ball out of the park with this one! The
rhyming is excellent and the illustrations are awesome. I encourage all parents to buy this book
for their children. A true masterpiece!”

Mike Froehlich, “Love the graphics and the message! So creative and relatable!!!. Boy could I
relate to this story!!! My kids would win the "messy award" if there was such a thing. They loved
the story and the rhyming, and the images are extremely engaging. Now, my kids are actually
cleaning their room, in search of their missing socks! This alone, was worth it!”

Olga L, “Excellent kids’ book. Excellent children’s book. My 6 years old daughter really liked it.”

Abe, “Highly recommend. What a fun adventure! My son loved it!!! Highly recommend.”

Tavis, “Delightfully Engaging. Mr. Silverstein's book is a delightful romp through the life of a
young girl who has a deep mystery to solve. I too, often wonder where that other sock
absconded! Well-rhymed, the book is in turns sweet, funny, and full of lovely illustrations which
will catch your child's eye with something new on every page.”

Elena K., “Bright, colourful, and quirky rhymes!. Writing this after I've read this story to my 8-
month year old granddaughter. She loved the bright and colourful artwork! I can't believe how
engaged throughout the story she was --my only gripe is how quickly it ended! 4.75/5Would
recommend to any child under 5”

K. Krieger, “Such a cute book!. I really enjoyed this book and the rhymes. It has a magical side
to it and is very fun.  It also helps me laugh when I can't find the pair to my socks.”

The book by J.S. Silverstein has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 16 people have provided feedback.
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